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Abstract

A new approach to very accurate positioning of mechanical devices with nonlinear �stick�slip�

friction is presented in this paper� The proposed controller applies narrow torque pulses to

move a mechanism to a desired position despite nonlinear friction� The pulse shapes generated

by the controller are computed using a fuzzy logic approximation of the dependence between

the desired displacement and the torque pulse shape� The closed�loop stability conditions for

the proposed controller are derived taking into consideration a random variation of friction�

A detailed experimental study of the system response to di�erent torque pulse shapes and a

detailed controller design are presented for a direct�drive mechanism� In the experiments it

was demonstrated that the proposed controller achieves positioning accuracy which is within

the limits of the position encoder resolution�

� Introduction

Very accurate positioning is required in mechanical devices such as surgical tools� computer

disk drives� assembly robots� micro�mechanisms� etc� For many of these devices� the per�

formance is limited by friction�caused positioning errors� Precise positioning� in particular�

control of very small displacements is an especially di�cult problem for direct�drive mecha�

nisms� These devices have no transmission between the drive and the output motion� The
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absence of a transmission mechanism combined with the existence of nonlinear �stick�slip�

friction often creates problems with precise positioning�

A number of control strategies has been developed to overcome the problems caused by

the stick�slip e�ect� The most relevant published strategies are� friction compensation using

dither signal 	�
� friction compensation through position or force control using high gain feed�

back 	�
� adaptive feedback friction compensation 	
� robust nonlinear friction compensation

	�� ��� ��
� model�based feed�forward friction compensation 	�� ��
� and precise positioning

using pulse control 	�� �� ��
� Among them� the last two groups of methods are particularly

e�ective in performing very accurate positioning�

Short force pulses were used for precise positioning of mechanical devices by Yang and

Tomizuka 	��
� Higuchi and Hojjat 	�� �
� and Armstrong 	�
� In 	�� �
 as well as in 	��


simple models of friction are used to calculate the amplitude or the duration of the applied

force pulse� as a function of the desired displacement� Such models do not take into ac�

count the nonlinearity of friction� in particular� the negative damping friction which causes

the stick�slip e�ect� As a result� the two methods are not best suited for controlling very

small displacements where nonlinear friction properties are strongly manifested�� On the

other hand� Armstrong 	�
 uses a detailed friction model in the form of a look�up table to

calculate force pulses as a function of the desired displacement� The main problem with this

method is that it requires large computer memory for storing the look�up table� and extensive

experimentation to �ll up the table 	�
�

This paper proposes a novel design of a torque�pulse controller that is well suited to

work in the presence of nonlinear friction and� unlike Armstrong�s method� does not require

massive data storage� Also� unlike the strategies of 	�� �� ��
� this controller has the �exibility

of selecting di�erent pulse shapes depending on the displacement that needs to be performed�

The proposed fuzzy logic controller should be enacted after a conventional controller brings

the mechanism to the vicinity of a desired position� in order to further reduce the steady�

state position error of the conventional controller� The proposed approach is rather general

�The authors modeled dependence of only one torque pulse parameter as a function of desired displacement�
while the second parameter was kept constant� For example� Yang and Tomizuka used the duration of the
rectangular torque pulse to control the displacement�

�Term �very small displacements� is used to describe displacements for which average velocity of the
pulse�controlled mechanism is within the nonlinear friction range� Particular dimensions of �very small
displacement� and the impact of friction nonlinearity on the mechanism can vary substantially depending on
the application�
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and requires a minimum of device�dependent data� Experiments conducted with a direct�

drive mechanism have demonstrated that the proposed controller improves the positioning

accuracy of the system up to the encoder resolution limit�� which is more than an order of

magnitude better than the accuracy obtained with a PID controller� The control strategy

used in this paper is related to the approximation�based feed�forward control method in 	�� �
�

The conference version of this paper is in 	��
�

The organization of the paper is as follows� Section � de�nes the control problem ad�

dressed� The controller design is presented in Section  and the experiments with the direct�

drive mechanism are described in Section �� Conclusions are given in Section ��

� Control Problem

��� Modeling the Response to Short Torque Pulses

Let us �rst consider the response of a mechanism with friction to narrow open�loop torque

pulses� The model presented herein is the result of extensive experimentation described in

	�
� which is also partially discussed in Section �� The proposed empirical model is well

suited for the design and analysis of pulse controllers for mechanisms with friction� The

controller design presented in this paper is based on this model�

Let us now discuss the motion of the mechanism under the in�uence of a torque pulse� In

particular� consider a rectangular torque pulse that can be de�ned as Q�t� � A for � � t � �

and Q�t� � � for t � � � where Q denotes the torque� A denotes the pulse amplitude� � denotes

the pulse duration and t denotes the time after the controller engagement� This paper also

considers more general pulse shapes with bounded amplitude and duration implementable

with a digital controller� Let us now denote by �� the di�erence between initial �t � �� and

�nal �t � T � steady�state positions of the mechanism obtained after a torque pulse has been

applied to it� The dependence of the steady�state displacement �� on the pulse shape Q���

can be presented in the following operator form�

�� � F 	Q���
� ���

�If the encoder measures displacements with accuracy ��� m or lower� then the PID controller can
position the mechanisms with one encoder increment resolution� If the encoder can measure displacements
smaller than ��� m �what is our case� then the positioning with the encoder resolution cannot be achieved�
The main obstacle in achieving higher positioning precision is random friction� generated by the surface
asperities� which is position dependent and changes every ��� m �� � ���
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CENTER DISPLACEMENT AS A FUNCTION OF PULSE AMPLITUDE AND DURATION

Figure �� Experimentally obtained center displacement ��ctr of the experimental mechanism
as a function of pulse amplitude A and pulse duration � �

where Q��� denotes the overall pulse shape as a function of time Q�t�� t � 	�� T 
 and not its

instantaneous value� and F 	Q���
 denotes a nonlinear operator that de�nes the displacement

�� for the torque pulse Q���� The equation ��� is written under the assumption that the

mechanism displacement does not depend on its initial position� This is true in most cases�

in particular for the experimental mechanism described in Section �� Another assumption

implicitly made in the above formulation is that gravity and other external forces which

act on the mechanism are compensated for� In other words� the pulse torque is added to a

compensating torque and is used only to move the mechanism from one steady�state position

to another� The compensating torque ensures that the mechanism remains at the steady�state

position thereafter�

For the special case where the torque pulse Q��� is a rectangular torque pulse� the rela�

tionship ��� can be represented in the following form�

�� � F 	Q���
 � ��A� ��� ���

where ��A� �� describes the dependence of the mechanism steady�state displacement on the

amplitude A and duration � of the rectangular torque pulse� Figure � illustrates the function

��A� �� obtained for the experimental setup discussed in Section �� Note that the experimen�

tally obtained dependence of ��A� �� in Figure � has some local deviations from monotonicity

that are caused by the random variation of the measured displacements�

It is well know from the literature 	�� ��
� and it was also con�rmed by our experiments
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described in 	�
� that low velocity friction contains a signi�cant random component� If the

random friction component and measurement errors are taken into consideration� models ���

and ��� hold only statistically� In fact� ��� and ��� should be represented as�

�� � F 	Q���
 � ��� ��

where �� describes the combined in�uence of random friction torque and position measure�

ment error� The experiments in 	�
 have shown that the random variable ��� generated by

short torque pulses� is a bounded random variable which decreases with displacement ��� In

particular� it was found out that j��j � �j��j� where � �� � � � �� is an empirical parameter�

This inequality is discussed in more details later on in this paper�

��� Problem Statement

The controller proposed in this paper should be used after a conventional controller brings the

system to the vicinity of a desired position and should operate as follows� First� a di�erence

between the desired and the actual positions of the system is determined� Second� a shape

of the pulse is calculated as a function of this di�erence� After sending the calculated torque

pulse to the motor� the controller waits until a new steady�state of the mechanism is reached�

If the di�erence between the newly measured and the desired position is outside the bounds

of the required precision� a new control cycle is initiated�

The proposed controller is a deadbeat sampled�data controller� Once the torque pulse

is calculated by the controller� the controller does not have any in�uence on the system

behaviour until a new sample command is issued� Between sampling instances the system

behaves as an open�loop system� Friction� which acts as a braking device and limits the

motion of the mechanical systems� ensures that the motion between the sampling instances is

always bounded� This is an interesting concept� because the proposed controller is overcoming

problems induced by low velocity friction� and at the same time uses the friction to ensure

that the mechanism settles down during the sampling period�

Let us now formulate the controller design problem in a more formal way� The pulse

controller is de�ned by a two�argument function ��t � ��d�� which gives the time dependence

of the motor torque �pulse shape� for a given desired displacement of the mechanism ��d�

For each desired displacement ��d within given bounds j��dj � �� ��� is the maximum
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displacement the controller is designed to perform�� the controller computes a pulse shape�

��t � ��d� � Q�t�� ���

where the time t is de�ned on the interval 	�� T 
� Ideally� the controller ��� should be designed

in such a way that in the absence of disturbances the displacement caused by the torque pulse

��� is exactly the desired displacement ��d� In reality� due to its computational inaccuracy

the controller ��� may cause a displacement di�erent from the desired one even when there

are no disturbances a�ecting the system ��� � ���

F 	��� � ��d�
 � ��d � ��� ���

where �� denotes the position error caused by the computational inaccuracy of the controller�

Let us denote by �d the desired position and by �n the measured position at the control

cycle n� In accordance with �� and ���� the position of the mechanism at the control cycle

n � � is given by the following expression�

�n�� � F 	��� � ��d � �n��
 � �n � ��n � �d � ��n � ��n � ���

where ��n is the displacement error at the control cycle n caused by the random friction and

measurement errors �as in ���� and ��n is a computational error at the control cycle n caused

by the controller design �as in ����� Expression ��� describes the model of the closed�loop

system� which is schematically presented in Figure ��

Ψ( ;∆θ) F[Q( )]
∆θ ∆θ θ

ε 1 ε 2

θd

+
+

++

+ ++ -

Q( )

DELAY TIME
T

Figure �� Schematic diagram of the closed�loop system

��� Stability Conditions

In order for the closed�loop system ��� to converge to the desired position �d� it must be

proved that there exists a number of consecutive torque pulses N such that for all n � N

�



j�n � �dj � �� where � is the error deadzone� Such convergence conditions are provided by

the following Theorem�

Theorem ��� Consider a pulse controller de�ned by mapping ��d �� ��� � ��d�� where

��d � 	������
 is the di�erence between the desired position and the measured position

of the mechanism and ��� � ��d� is the pulse generated by the controller for given desired

displacement ��d� Assume that the controller is designed to satisfy ��� and consider the

closed�loop system given by ���	

�n�� � F 	��� � ��d � �n��
 � �n � ��n � �d � ��n � ��n ���

where ��n is the random displacement variation at control step n and ��n is the controller

error at control step n� Then� the closed�loop system �
� satis�es the inequality	

j�d � �n��j � �nj�d � ��j ���

as long as the following �controller dependent� conditions hold	

j��n j � ��j�d � �nj� j��n j � ��j�d � �nj� �� � �� � � � � ���

Proof� is straightforward and can be found in 	��
� ��

In practical applications� one is faced with a problem of controlling displacements which

are of the same order of magnitude as the measurement error� Conditions ��� are never

satis�ed for very small displacements� such as single encoder increment displacement� because

the relative measurement error is large� Therefore� for practical applications the following

corollary of Theorem ��� can be used�

Corollary ��� Let the convergence conditions of Theorem ��� hold for j��dj � �o� Consider

a dead�zone controller ��� � ��d� that has a zero output for j��dj � �o� Then the di�erence

between the desired position and the measured position of the mechanism j�d � �nj will be

brought within the deadzone �o after at most no � Integer	�ln�o � ln j�d � ��j�	 ln���
 � �

control cycles�

Proof� From ��� it can be shown that j�d��n���j � �n� j�d���j and from no � Integer	�ln�o�

ln j�d � ��j�	 ln���
 � � follows that �n� j�d � ��j � �o� Hence� j�d � �n���j � �o� ��

�



� Fuzzy Logic Controller

The proposed controller is de�ned by the function ��� � ��� in ���� The practical requirements

for the controller design are as follows� simplicity� minimal time and knowledge required

to design the controller� and closed�loop convergence conditions given by Theorem ���� A

conceptual framework that conveniently satis�es all of the above considerations is given by

the fuzzy�logic approach� which is simple and accessible to practitioners�

The controller ��� is designed based on the model of the form ���� The system�s response

��� to rectangular torque pulses �see Figure �� and the properties of mechanism�s random fric�

tion are identi�ed experimentally� The following guidelines for conducting such experiments

are suggested�

� Select the rectangular torque pulses such that the displacements caused by these pulses

cover the range 	���� ��
� where �� is the maximum displacement the controller is

designed to compensate for�

� For controlling small displacements it is better to use short torque pulses� because

shorter pulses provide better positioning accuracy� as shown in Figure ��

� For larger displacements� a duration of the rectangular torque pulse � should be selected

in such a way that the pulse with maximum acceptable amplitude and duration � causes

a displacement larger than the maximum displacement �� the controller is expected to

perform�

In addition to the displacement� the experimental data is used to estimate statistical param�

eters of the displacements� such as� displacement�s upper bound ��max� displacement�s lower

bound ��min and displacement�s center of distribution ��ctr 	�� pages ������
� In order to

obtain these statistical parameters� exploratory experiments for each pulse shape had to be

repeated several times� Once obtained� these parameters are plotted as a function of the

pulse amplitude A and the pulse duration � �see Figures � and ���

Let us now assume that the controller designed herein will generate control pulses with

error �� in ���� If we take into consideration random displacement variation ��� in ��� then

the controller ��� will cause the mechanism to perform �total displacement ��� such that

�����d � ������ Since j��j � j��max���ctrj � ��j��dj and j��j � j��ctr���dj � ��j��dj
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�see Section ��� then the stability conditions ��� of Theorem ��� can be also written in the

following form�
j��max ���ctrj� j��ctr ���dj

j��dj
� � � �� ����

Inequality ���� provides us with a tool that uses statistical data from the exploratory

experiments and the convergence conditions of Theorem ��� to de�ne accuracy requirements

for the controller ��� design�

Once the system model� as described in Subsection ���� is obtained the proper controller

design can start� The design is based on a fuzzy logic scheme for interpolation of empirical

data� Each node of this interpolation is de�ned by a tuple ���j� Qj����� where ��j represents

a displacement that should be generated by the rectangular torque pulse Qj��� �j � �� 
 
 
 � J��

A control function ��� � ��� is de�ned� such that for the interpolation nodes the following

equation holds�

��� � ��j� � Qj���� j � �� 
 
 
 � J� ����

The control function ��� � ��� is designed using the fuzzy logic approach� To do this�

linguistic variables are associated with interpolation nodes ���j� Qj����� The input linguistic

variable �	desired displacement is ��j 
 is associated with displacements ��j and the

output linguistic variable �	apply torque pulse Qj���
 is associated with pulse shapes

Qj���� The inference rules which map one set of the linguistic variables into another are

de�ned as follows�

if 	desired displacement is ��j
� then 	apply torque pulse Qj���
 ����

In order to fuzzify the linguistic variables� triangular membership functions �j���� were

used �see Figure � such that �j���j� � �� �j���j��� � � and �j���j��� � � for j � �� 
 
 
 � J �

The membership functions ������ and �J���� have constant values equal to � outside the

bounds of the interpolation range�

11
µ (∆θ)

0

µ (∆θ)
J

∆θ1
∆θj-1 ∆θ j

µ (∆θ)j

∆θj+1 ∆θJ

Figure � Schematic diagram of the fuzzi�cation procedure
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In the designed fuzzy logic controller the desired displacement ��d is fuzzi�ed using the

membership weights �j � �j���d� for the input linguistic variables 	desired displacement

is ��j
� In accordance with the inference rules ����� the calculated weights �j are associated

with the output linguistic variables 	apply torque pulse Qj���
� A �crisp pulse shape

��� � ��d�� which is the output of the controller� is computed from the output linguistic

variables using Sugeno�s defuzzi�cation method 	��
�

��� � ��d� �

PJ
j�� �j���d�Qj���
PJ

j�� �j���d�
� ���

Note that the membership functions �j���� shown in Figure  are chosen in such a way that

the denominator of ��� is always unity� Thus the controller always performs interpolation

of the rectangular pulses for two closest nodes as shown in Figure ��

The nodes ���j � Qj���� should be chosen such that the interpolation error ��n in ���

satis�es the requirements of Theorem ��� for all desired displacements ��d in the given range

	���� ��J 
� This ensures the closed�loop convergence of the system� Obviously� the more

interpolation nodes ���j � Qj���� are used� the smaller is the relative approximation error

���	j��dj� and the faster is the convergence of the closed�loop system�
to
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Figure �� Schematic diagram of fuzzi�cation and defuzzi�cation of the pulse shapes

� Experiments

��� Experimental Setup

The control strategy presented in this paper was tested experimentally using a two�link pla�

nar direct�drive �DD� manipulator designed at the Robotics and Automation Laboratory�

University of Toronto 	��� ��
� The arm shown schematically in Figure � represents a typi�

cal direct�drive mechanism that is actuated by two permanent magnet DC motors� In our

��



experiments only the �rst joint was used� The joint was actuated with a Yokogawa DMA

���� motor and had an incremental joint encoder which had resolution ������� counts per

revolution 	��
� The current in the motor windings was controlled by a Dynaserv ampli�er

SD����A�� manufactured by Yokogawa Co� 	��
�

486/DX266

Incremental
encoder

D/A A/D

DD-arm

Servo-controller

Dynaserv

Encoder
Electronics

Power
Amplifier

Figure �� DD�arm setup at the Robotics and Automation Laboratory� University of Toronto

The arm was controlled with a PC����!DX���� computer via Analog to Digital �A!D�

and Digital to Analog �D!A� converter cards AT�MIO��� and AT�AO��!�� by National

Instruments� respectively� The output of the D!A card was supplied to the input of the

Dynaserv ampli�er as a desired motor current� The control program was written in �C�� �

and had the sampling time of � msec�

It is important to mention that conventional controllers �such as PID controllers� are

capable of positioning the motor with an accuracy up to �� encoder increments 	��� ��
�

The pulse controller presented in this paper is supposed to take over from there� Hence� the

design requirement considered during the pulse controller development was that it should

work within displacements of ���� encoder increments�

��� Model Identi�cation Experiments

In experiments� rectangular torque pulses were sent to the motor and the time history of the

motor displacement ���t� was recorded� The pulse amplitudes A varied from ��� Nm to ��

Nm in steps of � Nm� and the pulse durations � varied from � to ���� sec in steps of �����

sec� Overall� the system responses were obtained for ��� pulse shapes which correspond to

di�erent pairs �A� ��� For each pulse shape� �� experiments were performed ����� experiments

��
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Figure �� Results of the exploratory experiments used to design the controller

in all�� The experiments were conducted for di�erent initial positions to experimentally verify

the assumption made in Subsection ��� that the mechanism displacement does not depend

on the initial position� The experiments con�rmed that this assumption holds and that the

models in Section � are valid�

The results obtained show that it is possible to move the mechanism from � to ��� encoder

increments in each rotational direction using rectangular pulse shape with pulse amplitude

A less than �� Nm �with the maximum motor torque being �� Nm�� and duration � less than

���� sec� Figure � represents a center displacement ��ctr as a function of the pulse amplitude

A and the pulse duration � � estimated from experimental results�

The obtained experimental results also show that for any of the ��� explored rectangular

torque pulses� the mechanism stops moving and comes to a steady�state in a time shorter

than ��� sec� Thus� T � �
� sec is used in our experiments as the controller sampling time�

��� Controller Design

The controller design follows the methodology presented in Section � Based on the ex�

perimental results described in Subsection ���� more detailed exploratory experiments were

performed for the pulse durations and amplitudes presented in Table �� The results of these

experiments are shown in Figure �� Solid lines represent the estimated center displacement

��ctr as a function of the pulse amplitude A for the speci�ed pulse durations �� � � msec�

� �  msec� � � � msec and � � � msec�� Dashed lines in Figure � show experimentally

��
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b) CONVERGENCE CONDITIONS

Figure �� a� Center displacement ��ctr estimated in the experiments �solid line�� fuzzy logic
model �dashed line�� and nodes of the fuzzy logic interpolation �circles� for the pulse duration
� � � msec� b� Convergence parameter � for the selected nodes

A �Nm� �� �� �� 
 �� �� ���� ��
� �msec� �  
 	

Table �� Pulse parameters chosen for the exploratory experiments � � represents changing
amplitude in steps of � Nm�

obtained upper ��max and lower ��min extremes for the random variable ���

The results of the experiments have been used to de�ne the interpolation nodes ���j�

Qj���� of the fuzzy logic controller as points on the center displacement curves ��ctr shown

in Figure �� The interpolation nodes are selected to satisfy convergence condition ����� For

example� a curve ��ctr�A� obtained for the pulse duration � � � msec �see Figure �� and its

interpolation nodes which satisfy convergence condition ���� are shown in Figure ��a� After

the interpolation nodes for all four curves in Figure � are selected� stability conditions given by

Theorem ��� are veri�ed by plotting the left�hand side of the inequality ���� �stability margin�

as a function of the pulse amplitude A for all four pulse durations � � Parameters of the

rectangular torque pulses selected as the interpolation nodes for all four center displacement

curves given in Figure � are displayed in Table ��

Using the convergence conditions of Corollary ���� it is possible to determine the achievable

accuracy of the closed�loop system ��� for the selected interpolation nodes� In our case� the

closed�loop convergence condition ���� of Theorem ��� holds for j��j � � encoder increments�

�



Node  � 
 � � � � � 	 � 
�� �enc�inc�� �
� �� �
 �
 � �  � � 
� �
A �Nm� �� � 
 	 � � �� �	 � �	 ���
� �msec� � �    � 
 
 
 	 	

Table �� Interpolation nodes for the designed controller

For � � �
�� Corollary ��� predicts convergence of the closed�loop system in no more than

� iterations� assuming that the initial position of the mechanism was in the range of ����

encoder increments from the desired �nal position�

��� Closed�Loop Pulse Control Experiments

The designed controller was tested in the closed�loop experiments� The experiments were

conducted as follows� The drive was �rst placed in a randomly selected starting position

and a desired �nal position was given within the range of ���� encoder increments from

the initial position� After that� the controller was activated and it sent a sequence of torque

pulses to the motor until the desired position was reached with the prede�ned accuracy ���

encoder increments which is equivalent to ��
� x ���� m��
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a) TRANSIENT RESPONSE FOR A DISPLACEMENT OF 8 [encoder increments]
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b) CONTROL ACTION

Figure �� Control action and displacement of the arm as a function of time

The extensive testing has demonstrated that the designed controller is very robust and�

generally� needs no more than six pulses to move the DD�arm to any desired position within

the range of ���� encoder increments� This result is in�line with the Corollary ��� estimate

in Subsection ��� With ��� msec sampling period between the pulses� it takes less than

��



��� sec to position the drive� In many cases� the controller is capable of positioning the drive

at the desired position with a single torque pulse�

The results given in Figures � and � are obtained for the interpolation nodes given in

Table �� In Figure �� desired displacement is � encoder increments and in Figure �� ��

encoder increments� In both cases the error becomes less or equal to four encoder increments

�less than �
� x ���� m� after  controller engagements�
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b) CONTROL ACTION

Figure �� Control action and displacement of the arm as a function of time

� Conclusions

In this paper� a new approach to very accurate positioning of mechanical devices with non�

linear �stick�slip� friction is presented� The proposed controller is a sampled�data type of

the controller which uses narrow torque pulses to move the mechanism to the desired posi�

tion� The controller is used after a conventional controller brings the mechanism close to the

desired position� to reduce or to eliminate steady�state position error created by the conven�

tional controller� An innovative feature of the controller is that the pulse shapes generated

by the controller are computed using fuzzy logic approximation of the dependence between

the desired displacement and the pulse shape� A nonstandard empirically�based mathemat�

ical model of friction was developed and experimentally identi�ed� This model takes into

consideration the random variation of friction and measurement errors� The closed�loop con�

vergence conditions for the proposed controller are derived and analyzed using this model�

��



In experiments with the direct drive mechanism� it was demonstrated that the proposed

controller is able to achieve positioning precision close to the limits of the position encoder

resolution �less than �
� x ���� m� under all conditions�
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